Systems improvement - Guidelines regarding hiring of vehicles by
Government offices
The Commission has come across instances of hiring vehicles owned by
near ones/relatives of Government servants, for operational/ staff car
purposes, either without following the due processes of tendering, or by
following such procedure as an empty formality by getting three or more
quotes from interested parties at pre-determined prices. It is further
seen that majority of the vehicles so hired are not registered as
taxi/transport vehicles but are registered as private vehicles. There are
also allegations that some officers are buying high end expensive cars in
the names of their relatives or persons known to them and are taking
such vehicles on lease allegedly for official purposes.
2.
The Commission is of the view that such a practice virtually
amounts to carrying on private business by the officers which is a
prohibited conduct. Accordingly, the Commission advised Ministry of
Finance and DoPT on 12.08.2016 to prescribe guidelines and procedure
to curb such undesirable practices in hiring vehicles and that an open,
transparent procedure through which vehicles registered as taxi or
public transport are hired to effect systemic improvements and prevent
such undesirable practices.
3.
As advised by the Commission, the Department of Revenue,
Ministry of Finance vide Circular No.13011/50/2016-Vig dated 23rd
September, 2016 issued instructions to prevent corrupt / undesirable
practices in awarding contracts for hiring of vehicles to Government
offices. D/o Revenue advised all HoDs and concerned officers of the
attached / subordinate offices of the Department to ensure that in
addition to the existing provisions/rules for hiring of vehicles, the
following instructions are duly complied with:
(i)

Relevant provision of GFR are strictly followed while hiring of
vehicles;
(ii) An open, transparent tendering procedure is adopted;
(iii) Only vehicles registered as taxi or public transport vehicle are
hired;
(iv) Log book is maintained as in case of Department vehicles.

